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UNDERSTANDING STORAGE MADE EASY DEFAULT ACCESS
AUTHENTICATION
The purpose of this white paper is to:
1. Provide a security overview of the Storage Made Easy Enterprise File Fabric™.
2. Describe an approach to security integration with the Storage Made Easy Appliance.
Ultimately there are many diﬀerent security mechanisms that organizations use, and if the options
provided are not relevant then please contact us and we will have a direct discussion about what is
possible.
The assumption for this white paper is that the Storage Made Easy platform will run on-premise as
a hosted software appliance and the paper describes answers to common security questions and
also discusses an approach to custom integrations.

About the Storage Made Easy Enterprise File Fabric™
The Storage Made Easy Enterprise File Fabric™ is storage agnostic and can be used as an Enterprise
File Fabric™ solution with one or more public or private storage clouds.
The solution allows IT to regain control of "cloud data sprawl" by unifying private / public company
data and privately used employee cloud data solutions into a single converged infrastructure. This
can easily be managed and be used to set and enforce governance and audit controls for ﬁle access
and sharing in addition to providing deep content search of indexed data.
This approach provided a solution to the "Shadow IT" conundrum and makes it possible for
companies to ﬁnd a balance between the protection of corporate data and employee data by
allowing businesses to monitor, secure and audit all data silos, be they private or cloud or company
or employee, from a single access point.
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SECURITY FAQ
On the wire Security
HTTPS (TLS) can be conﬁgured for all users of the SaaS hosted Cloud File Server and the on-premise
Appliance. HTTPS is an acronym for hypertext transfer protocol secure. HTTPS is similar to the
normal hypertext transfer protocol, except it is diﬀerent because the “S” at the end identiﬁes it as
having a secure HTTP connection.
A HTTPS connection is used often in businesses where sensitive information, such as credit card
numbers, are being passed along at point of purchase sites or other commerce sites The https
protocol gives assurance that potential hackers are not able to intercept the message containing
sensitive data as it is sent to its destination.
A commercial server that uses HTTPS must have a public key certiﬁcate issued that veriﬁes the
entity. The end-user can verify the entity by clicking on the HTTPS icon from the browser.

Data Security / Encryption
Storage Made Easy can be used to encrypt data transmitted to any cloud. This is in addition to any
encryption at rest provided by the Cloud provider.
SME uses AES-256 streamed encryption using the Rijndael cipher, with Cipher Block Chaining (CBC)
where the block size is 16 bytes. The cipher Rijndael consists of:
- an initial Round Key addition
- Nr-1Rounds
- a ﬁnal round.
The chaining variable goes into the “input” and the message block goes into the “Cipher Key. The
likelihood of recovering a ﬁle that has been encrypted using our encryption is fairly remote. The
most eﬃcient key-recovery attack for Rijndael is exhaustive key search. The expected eﬀort of
exhaustive key search depends on the length of the Cipher Key and for a 16-byte key, 2127
applications of Rijndael.
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Data Security Continued
Any AES-256 decryption tool that supports the Rijndael cipher with 16 byte blocksizes can be used
to un-encrypt ﬁles. SME also provides desktop decryption tools for Mac, Windows and Linux that
enable the decryption of a ﬁle if downloaded directly from a mapped cloud ie. without any access to
the SME service.
A typical use case may be encrypting sensitive data directly on a remote cloud provider. This would
mean if the remote cloud provider is breached and the data accessed then it would essentially be
useless without again being decoded using the encryption algorithm and key stored in the SME
Appliance.
Authentication Security
Storage Made Easy provides a stateless REST API to integrate with external systems. This is the
same API used internally by SME and is also used to provide SME data access components.
A component needs to authenticate the user ﬁrst with the SME Service before the user can use any
of the SME REST services. A component authenticates a user with SME by calling a REST service with
the users login name and password, after successful authentication a token is returned. This token
is passed in all the subsequent REST calls to Storage Made Easy for any operation performed by the
component on user’s behalf.
Storage Made Easy username and passwords are stored in an encrypted fashion using SHA-256
(SHA-2) with a ‘salt’**. User login is required in order to obtain a token for a session, which allows a
user to access a speciﬁc SME resource without using a username and password each time but in
which the token is still passed on each request.
Once the token has been obtained, the user uses the token, that oﬀers access to a SME resource,
for up to 1 hour (it times out if there are no user interactions or is removed if the user logs out).
If a Cloud Provider supports OAuth, which is a mechanism to connect to a Cloud Provider without
revealing password details, then SME uses this delegation mechanism to access the public or
private cloud resource. For Cloud Providers that don't use OAuth, authentication details are stored
encrypted.
** In cryptography, a salt is random data that are used as an additional input to a one-way function that hashes a password or passphrase.
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Authentication Security (cont.)
Existing identity and access management investments are important to companies and many wish
to leverage these with the Storage Made Easy Appliance. To that end SME provides support for
Active Directory and LDAP Identity Management solutions out of the box ie. without the need of a
third party on-premise or cloud solution which other solution providers often rely on.
Active Directory:
Active directory is a windows based identity management service that centralizes network
administration and security. Company Admins use AD to create and manage users and assign roles
across an entire organization.
Storage Made Easy support integration with Active Directory facilitating authentication of users
through their existing windows credentials enabling users to access SME Apps and resources
without having to use separate credentials.
In addition the SME solution is able to sync the user list and the associated groups to enable them
to be assigned to various public / private cloud resources.
Multiple Active Directory Domains can be supported using this feature.
LDAP:
LDAP is an open, vendor-neutral, industry standard application protocol for accessing and
maintaining distributed directory information services over an IP network. As with Active Directory a
common usage of LDAP is to provide a single-sign-on (SSO) where one password for a user is
shared between many services. LDAP is based on a simpler subset of the standards contained
within the X.500 standard.
Storage Made Easy support integration with LDAP facilitating authentication of users through their
existing LDAP credentials enabling users to access SME Apps and resources without having to use
separate credentials.
As with Active Directory the SME solution is also able sync the user list and the associated groups to
enable them to be assigned dot various public / private cloud resources.
Multiple LDAP Domains can be supported using this feature.
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Physical Security (SaaS)
For its hosted SaaS service SME uses multiple data centers in USA and Europe. All data centers are
Tier IV facilities and are:
USA: SSAE16 SOC1/2 compliant, have 24x7 armed security, facility surveillance, biometric + keycard
access to the data ﬂoor, keycode access to the cage, plus our own surveillance on top of the facility
surveillance.
Europe: The data centers have ISO27001:2005, ISO9001:2008 certiﬁcation, plus 24x7 security, facility
surveillance, biometric + keycard + mantrap access to the data ﬂoor, locking cabinets with physical
key access.
UK: This is a new facility, currently undergoing the iso 27001/9001 process and also has 24x7
security,

facility surveillance, biometric + keycard + mantrap access to the data ﬂoor, locking

cabinets with key-code access.
All data centers have 24/7 physical security, facility surveillance, biometric ,

keycard entry

authentication and mantrap access to the data ﬂoor, uninterruptible power and backup systems.

Physical Security (Linode Hosted)
Storage Made Easy can oﬀer oﬀers dedicated hosting direct on Linode. Each of the facilities Linode
uses enforces multiple layers of security via a variety of technological and human measures. Beyond
that, all equipment is in locked cages.
Linode enforce strict ﬁltering rules to ensure that Linodes can only communicate using their allowed
IP addresses. This prevents Linodes from spooﬁng other Linodes' IPs or performing man-in-themiddle attacks on their private network.
Linodes themselves operate within Xen virtualization, which ensures that each Linode has its own
kernel and userspace, which are fully separate from other Linodes. This ensures that a malicious
Linode cannot access either the host itself or other Linodes' resources.
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Physical Security(G-Cloud)
Storage Made Easy works with Data Centre Providers who have achieved Pan Government
Accreditation for IL2 and IL3 data for the SME

service, meaning that a signiﬁcant proportion of

assurance has already been completed thus allowing Public Sector Organisations to gain the
beneﬁts of secure, purpose built solution via on-demand resources that meet their stringent
requirements.
•

IL0 – This represents the lowest level of security requirements: There is no requirement for

security accreditation. Very few services will fall into this category.
•

IL1/2 – This represents the baseline level of security requirements and is probably relevant

for 60%-70% of public sector customers.

Accreditation is based on the use of ISO 27001

certiﬁcation, i.e. good commercial practice.
•

IL3 – This requires enhanced security to protect sensitive information and is a common

requirement for central Government departments and some agencies. Accreditation is based on
HMG security standards – these are based on ISO 27001, but with more stringent requirements.
Storage Made Easy partners with SkyScape and DataCentred for providing G-Cloud approved Data
hosting services.
Further information on Storage Made Easy’s oﬀering for G-Cloud can be found at:
https://www.digitalmarketplace.service.gov.uk/g-cloud/services/5-G5-1725-001
To understand more about the UK Government G-Cloud initiative please see the following wikipedia
article: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UK_Government_G-Cloud.
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Document Security
Documents can be securely shared using the Storage Made Easy platform in a number of ways:
- Documents can be encrypted on upload using the aforementioned 256 bit AES security. The
private key is not stored on the platform and only known by the user.
- Private links can be created for documents and these can be combined with passwords and/or
time-expiry to secure the document.
- Links can be set to be time expired and/or combined with private links and password for further
additional document security.]
Access Control and Permissions
Storage Made Easy supports uniﬁed Access Control Permissions across Cloud Services at a Role,
User, or folder level for shared folders. The Permissions can be taken from Active Directory if single
sign-on integration is being used.
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Audit Security
The Storage Made Easy Cloud File Server SaaS or Appliance has access to reporting abilities that can
comprehensively audit all events that occur across all uniﬁed Cloud Services mapped to the
account, recording any ﬁle event, including ﬁle sharing. Details logged are user (where known),
event that occurred , date/time, and IP Address endpoint.
Reports can be accessed online, archived, and also exported as .cvs or excel ﬁles, or as SysLog ﬁles.

Governance / Control Options
Administration users can set governance options for all users and control almost all levels of
security for users, such as whether shared links can be generated, whether encryption is used,
whether ﬁle versioning is turned on etc.
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Audit Watch
Cloud administrators can set up an Audit Watch on ﬁles which enables them to be informed in real
time of any ﬁle activity on any ﬁle or combination of ﬁles, or even a folder. Once the designated ﬁle
event takes place the administrator will receive an alert informing them of the event and which user
invoked the event.
This can be extremely useful to keep informed of ﬁle access, changes, sharing or downloads on any
type of ﬁle.
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Bring Your Own Device
Bring Your Own Device or BYOD as it is often referred to, is a description of a trend whereby
employees use their own smartphone and tablet devices to access corporate data. This presents
interesting challenges for organizations who want to embrace the cost savings of users using their
own device, but also want to ensure they still have "control". The Storage Made Easy platform has
built in support for controlling BYOD users.
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The Cloud File Server (CFS) Admin controls which devices and access clients that each user of the
Cloud File Server can connect from. By default all devices and access clients are enabled.
The CFS admin can entirely disable a user, role or department, or just choose to disable access from
any of the devices/access clients from the users settings. Clicking the checkbox next to the
appropriate device blocks access to that device for that user or role. This means that if a device is
lost even if login details are saved login will be denied.
You can, for example, ensure that an Accounts Sub-Department can only access a certain folder
from the web, on a speciﬁc IP address. and from no other access mechanism.
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Bring Your Own Device (cont.)
In addition to built in BYOD controls SME also integrates with best of breed BYOD:
BlackBerry Sector:
Storage Made Easy Cloud File Manager for SECTOR for iOS and Android is integrated with the Sector
Network application ecosystem.
The SECTOR Network is an application ecosystem of business applications that are wrapped with
added security features and IT management capabilities for Enterprise IT.
The SECTOR Network ensures apps deployed as part of its ecosystem have been authorized by
enterprise IT administrators to ensure a fully managed, secure environment.
Mobile management solutions such as AT&T Toggle, BlackBerry's Secure Work Space for iOS and
Android managed through BES 10, and Deutsche Telekom SAMBA are all users of the Sector
Network ecosystem.
Sector is designed for Bring-Your-Own-Device workplaces and can be thought of as an invisible
container that separates “work” and “personal” data on employee owned devices enabling corporate
data security while maintaining individual employee privacy.
Oracle Mobility
Oracle Mobile Security Suite provides a company’s employees with secure access to intranet
resources and centralized control of enterprise information on employee-owned mobile devices and
ensures a clear isolation between personal and enterprise information and apps.
Access to enterprise information and apps is protected using username/password, digital
certiﬁcates, or one-time passwords. Single sign-on (SSO) across intranet resources supports
standard Kerberos (with password or PKinit) as well as the Oracle Access Management platform’s
authentication and SSO capabilities. It delivers a secure container for application security and
control in order to separate, protect, and wipe corporate applications and data.
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Restricting access from Physical locations
Access to the Appliance can be restricted to static IP addresses if required, for example a branch
oﬃce, or individual users can have IP addresses assigned, for example a user working from home or
in a home oﬃce.
GEO Location Logging
The GEO location of where a ﬁle is uploaded from and where a ﬁle is uploaded to is recorded and
logged for each ﬁle, as is the IP address. Proving document location can be important for certain
industries and is an important part of any audit ﬂow.

File

Sharing Security
Files can be securely shared using a combination of time expiry and assigning passwords. There is
also a plug-in for Microsoft Outlook that enables easy integration of this process. Any ﬁles shared
either as time expired, password protected, or any link can be audited using the secure auditing
options outlined elsewhere in this white paper.
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A word about data snooping and ‘PRISM’
The revelations by Edward Snowdon with regards the NSA PRISM program has led to

many

companies seeking to understand how their data is kept, how secure it is and importantly who has
access to it.
Many companies store choose to consciously store corporate data remotely or, due to the creep of
shadow IT and/or Cloud Sprawl, unconsciously share data..
Shadow IT is a term that is used

to describe the use of IT systems or services without the

companies approval. Cloud Sprawl refers to ‘out of control’ cloud adoption within a business or
Enterprise department.
Storage Made Easy EFSS Cloud Control Appliance enables companies to keep sensitive data local
and ensure remote data is encrypted with a private key that only they have access to.
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CUSTOM SECURITY INTEGRATION EXAMPLE
Storage Made Easy can integrate with on-premise custom front end security or identity
management systems, such as LDAP / Active Directory, which is provided ‘out of the box’.
As a custom alternative we will discuss in detail a user authentication integration with an company
internal OAuth server with the SME Appliance.

OAuth is an open protocol that allows a user to grant a third party site access to their information
stored with another third party site, without divulging their access credentials or even their identity.
Designed to complement OpenID industry insiders believe OAuth will play a key role in the
development of secure REST-based Web Services.
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Components Described
OAuth Proxy:
OAuth Proxy is a service that is provided by OAuth security vendors.. This service is passed a REST
service URL. The OAuth Proxy adds OAuth headers for the logged in user and call the passed web
or REST service and return the response.
OAuth Secure Token Service (OAuth STS):
This decrypts the headers added by OAuth Proxy and returns user attributes including the users
identity.
SME Widget:
The SME Widget refers to any Storage Made Easy client.
SME Cloud Appliance:
An onsite appliance that provides an application which encompasses a users access to the uniﬁed
cloud services.

Call ﬂow

A user logs into an Single Sign On system and is authenticated. The user role is authorized to use
the Storage Made Easy widgets/clients.
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Lets looks at the ﬂow for such an interaction in more detail:
1. The SME widget is invoked and calls the OAuth Proxy by passing the SME login service URL
2. The OAuth proxy service will automatically add the OAuth headers for the logged in user and
will call the http://smeloginurl hosted on the SME appliance.
3. The SME appliance will call the OAuth STS with the received OAuth headers. This will involve
just copying the headers and calling OAuth STS service.
4. The OAuth STS service will parse the headers and return user attributes to the SME appliance
including the users identity.
5. If the response from STS was successful the SME Appliance will generate the SME token using
the user identity, map it to the SME user and return the token.
6. The user is authenticated and mapped, SME has generated the token and returned the token
to the widget.
7. All the subsequent REST calls to SME appliance from the SME widget will use the returned
token for authentication and authorization.
Time Estimate
For SME to do a custom integration into such an OAuth identity management system the bulk of the
time will be taken in setting up the environment and testing. We are conﬁdent that such a custom
integration can be completed and tested in 5-10 working days having had experience of doing this
previously.
Additional to this we may also need to change some authentication details on the SME clients. The
time required for this depends on the number of SME clients required but should not take longer
than 5-8 days.
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ABOUT
STORAGE MADE EASY®
The Storage Made Easy Enterprise File Fabric™ enables IT to regain control of
"cloud data sprawl" to unify on-premises and on-cloud ﬁles into a single easily
managed converged infrastructure with policy-based controls for governance,
audit and security.
The File Fabric solution provides a “blanket” enterprises wrap around all their
data: on premises, within public and private clouds, as well as on third-party
software vendor clouds (SharePoint Online and Salesforce for example).
Customers use the SME File Fabric product to unify corporate data to enable
workgroup collaboration with universal controls for security, encryption, audit,
and data access. Companies will have access to a greater understanding of
where and how sensitive data is stored, transferred, and accessible
with particular focus on how companies are able to police and audit data to
ensure enforcement of the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) in
addition to other regional data legislation.

USA +1 415 477 1053
UK +44 20 8212 7316

@SMEStorage

EU +41 435 080 078
sales@storagemadeeasy.com
Free hosted and enterprise free trial available from

/StorageMadeEasy
/company/storage-made-easy

www.storagemadeeasy.com
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